


























DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, HEHAL, RANCHI-05
HOLIDAY HOME WORK-(2018-19)

S# Class Subject Details
1. IX Chemistry 1. Comment on the following Statements:

(a) Evaporation Produces Cooling
(b) Sponge is a solid though it is compressible
(c)Rate of evaporation of an aqueous solution
2. Define the following Terms:
(a) Compressibility (b)Fluidity (c) Diffusion
3. Convert the following temperature in Kelvin Scale
(a) 25.C      (b) 66.C    (c) 125.C
4. Why does the temperature of a substance remain constant
during the change of State?
5. Differentiate between evaporation and vapour.

2. IX Physics 1.Solve 10 numerical other than given in book
2. Write and learn the definition of the terms in chapter motion.

3. IX Biology 1. In a half chart paper draw the flow chart of plant and animal
tissues.

4. IX Maths 1. Prove all the identities in a holiday home work copy.
2. Make a spiral to represent √2 to √20 on the no. line in A4 size
paper.
3. Solve all the questions of the Ex-1F from R.S. Aggarwal in Holiday
Home Work copy.
4. Solve all the MCQ of the polynomials form the book Aggarwal.

5. IX Social
Science

1. Draw the Symbols of French Revolution and also mention their
message.
2.On an Outline political map of India,mark all the states and union
territories.(pg-5)

6. IX English 1. Prepare a Bio-Sketch on the life and works of Ruskin Bond in a
stick file A4 size paper.
2. Prepare a list of 50 verbs with their three forms(i.e V1-V3).on A4
Size paper.
3. Write and learn questions and answer of lession "The fun they
had from Beehive and The lost Child from Moments (A4 Size paper).

7. IX Computer
/ F.I.T

1. Write the name & paste picture of 10 input devices and their
uses.
2. Paste the picture of different types of monitor and explain their
working.

8. VIII Physics 1. Write and learn the following terms:-
(a) Force (b) Balance& Un Balance Force (c) Contact & Non-

Contact Force (e) Pressure (f) Atmospheric Pressure.
2. Use picture and cartoons to show the different effects of force.



9. VIII Chemistry 1. Write a short note on the Occurrence of fossil fuels & Cleaner
fuel.
2. Why alternative source of energy are required for future energy
needs. Give examples of alternative source of Energy.
3. Make a report on Electricity consumption in your house and
suggest some ways that can help to reduce the consumption of
electricity.

10. VIII Biology 1. In a half chart paper classify micro-organisms and write their uses
and harmful effects.

11. VIII Maths 1.Find all the perfect squares from 1 to 5000
2.Find all the perfect cubes between 1 to 10,000.
3. Solve Brain Teasers, value based ,Hots and enrichment questions
from the topic square roots and Cube roots.

12. VIII Social
Science

1. Prepare a chart showing classification of resources with example
on A4 Size paper.
2. Paste picture of any two historical monument and write
information about it(A4 Size Paper).
3. Collect popular slogans used during freedom struggle. Write it
and paste picture of the person who had given it.(A4 size Paper).

13. VIII English 1. Prepare a Bio-Sketch on the life and works of Ruskin Bond in a
stick file A4 size paper.
2. Prepare the tense chart in A4 size paper.
3. Write and Learn questions and answers of three questions in A4
Size Paper.

14. VIII Computer 1. Write the name of different types of network and their uses.
2. What is an HTML? Write any 10 tag used in an HTML.

15. VII Science 1.Draw and label the web chart given on Page No-12
2. (a)Write the chemical symbols of twenty elements.

(b) Write the formula of twenty compounds.
3. Write the short note on the following and draw the labeled
diagram of: - (a) Global Air Patterns
(b) Land Breeze & See Breeze.
4. Collect the data of “Global Climate Shift” in last two years.

16. VII English 1. Make a detailed Bio-Sketch of the author ”Ruskin Bond. Paste
photograph of the author at beginning.
2. Write the poem “Birde ,will you pet” ?and make the picture given
in the poem.
3. Make a list of all rhyming words given in the poem “Birdie will.”.

17. VII Social
Science

1. Whatare the main Spheres of environment? Mention its main
characteristics.
2. Do the map skill of Ch-1 and 9
3. Draw and Write the Preamble.
4. What are the major soil types. Write its one main feature and
distribution in India. Show major soil types on a outline map of



India.
18. VII Maths 1. What do you mean by Natural numbers, whole numbers, Integer,

Functionalnumbers, Rational numbers? Explain with examples.
2. How many types of fractions are there? Explain with examples.
3. What do you mean by standard form of Rational numbers?
Convert the following rational number in standard form
(a)-14/20   (b) 10/-25 (c) -8/-15
4. What do you mean by absolute value of a rational number? Write
the absolute value of the following rational numbers.
(a)-2/5     (b) 0      (c)  2/-3   (d) -8/-7

5. Represent 2/3, -2/3, -5/7, -8/3,   7/5 on different number lines.
6. Compare 3/7 and 4/9 by cross multiplication method and by
equalizing the denominators also.
7. What is additive and multiplicative inverse? Explain with
examples.
8. What is additive and multiplicative identity? Write them.
9. Take any rational number, Find its additive inverse and add them.
10. Take any rational number, Find its Multiplicative inverse and
multiply them.
11. Which numbers are their own reciprocals?
12. Sum of two numbers is -1,If one number is 2/5 find other.
13. What number should be added to -3/7 to get 2.
14. The product of two rational numbers is -3/7. If one number is
5/7 find other.
15. By what number -3/8 should be multiplied to get -24/25.

19. VII Computer 1. Paste picture of computing devices used before the invention of
computer and also write their names.

20. VI English 1. Write the poem leisure and make the picture given in the poem.
2. Make a list of all rhyming words of the poem Liesure.
3. Make a list of 15 proper with their pictures.

21. VI Science 1.Define the following terms:-
(a) Producers (b) Consumers (c)Biodegradable and Non-

Biodegradable Substance (d) Decomposers (e)Micro-organism (f)
Food Chain (g) Scavengers (h) Vermicomposting(i)Diffusion (j)
Solubility (k) Saturated Solution.
2. Suggest any Five activities that can help to save the environment
3. What is rain water harvesting? Explain its importance.
4. How the solubility changes on increasing the temperature of
water.
5. How will you prepare a saturated solution of common salt in
water?

22. VI Social
Science

1. Prepare a model of the solar system.
2. Give a brief description on the phase of moon with the help of a
diagram. Write the time taken by moon in rotation and revolution



and its consequences.
3.Do map skill of L-8
4. Write at least 10 states of India and their popular food,dresses
and dance forms.
5. List 10 ways in which you help your family and your family helps
you.

23. VI Maths 1. Write the Roman Numerals from 1 to 200.
2. Solve all the question of Worksheet-5(ch-1).
3. Solve all the question of Worksheet-4, 5, 6 and 7(ch-2).
4. Write all the factors of given numbers. Is it Prime or composite
number.(a)51 (b) 30 (c) 111 (d) 150 (e) 79
5. Write test of divisibility for 11 with 10.
6. Write and learn table 10 to 20.

24. VI Computer 1. Write 10 examples of application software and paste their Icon.
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